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Back to School for ReSET Founder Sharlin
As the importance of early exposure to
science learning becomes clearer, ReSET
is expanding its reach. ReSET CEO Harold
Sharlin is working this term with children
ages two to five at the Bright Horizons
Child Care Center located at the National
Science Foundation in Arlington. In the
photo (left) Dr. Sharlin works with fiveyear-old students on magnetism. See CEO
Sharlin’s thoughts on early science education on the Huffington Post by searching
“Sharlin” on www.huffingtonpost.com.
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In Quotes...
“ ...Please pass on my
appreciation for all the
DC STEM Alliance members have done to help
our kids and schools over
the years. If we ignite
even one child’s passion
for science, tech, engineering and math, all the
frustration and banging
on doors is worth it.”
—Mary Lord,
DC Board of Education

Science Quiz Answer:
(C) 84,000
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Chemical Cornucopia…
How many chemicals are in
commercial use in the U.S.?
(a) 12,000

(b) 38,000

(c)

(d) 103,000

84,000

...See inside for answer

ReSET Reaches More Students; Welcomes New Volunteers
ReSET grew significantly
during the 2009-2010
school year. The impressive gains occurred across the
board, with 33 volunteers active in 25
schools and 68 classrooms, reaching 1,320
students.
This represents an
increase of 17 volunteers, 12 additional
schools and 34 additional classrooms from
the 2008-2009 school
year. Perhaps most

Trends in Number of ReSET Classroom Programs
exciting, ReSET
reached 572 more
students than in the
previous year.
Of the 17 additional
volunteers in 20092010, 12 were firsttime ReSET program
participants. Their
ranks include seven
working scientists or
engineers, one recent
graduate in mechanical engineering and
four retired professionals.

